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ABSTRACT
Forum domains are stretches of chromosomal DNA
that are excised from eukaryotic chromosomes
during their spontaneous non-random fragmenta-
tion. Most forum domains are 50–200kb in length.
We mapped forum domain termini using FISH
on polytene chromosomes and we performed
genome-wide mapping using a Drosophila
melanogaster genomic tiling microarray consisting
of overlapping 3kb fragments. We found that forum
termini very often correspond to regions of intercal-
ary heterochromatin and regions of late replication
in polytene chromosomes. We found that forum
domains contain clusters of several or many
genes. The largest forum domains correspond to
the main clusters of homeotic genes inside BX-C
and ANTP-C, cluster of histone genes and clusters
of piRNAs. PRE/TRE and transcription factor
binding sites often reside inside domains and do
not overlap with forum domain termini. We also
found that about 20% of forum domain termini
correspond to small chromosomal regions where
Ago1, Ago2, small RNAs and repressive chromatin
structures are detected. Our results indicate that
forum domains correspond to big multi-gene
chromosomal units, some of which could be
coordinately expressed. The data on the global
mapping of forum domains revealed a strong correl-
ation between fragmentation sites in chromosomes,
particular sets of mobile elements and regions of
intercalary heterochromatin.
INTRODUCTION
Transcription in eukaryotes may be regulated at the
gene level by mechanisms using adjacent DNA sequences
(local regulation). Another type of regulation may involve
mechanisms operating at the chromosomal domain level
using distant DNA sequences (distant regulation). In
Drosophila, about 200 groups of genes have been found
to show similar expression proﬁles (1). Each group spans
regions between 20 and 200kb and shows no correlation
with polytene banding patterns. The mechanisms
underlying this type of coordinated expression are not
yet known.
A number of years ago, we attempted to identify higher
order chromosomal structures that could be excised from
chromosomes during spontaneous fragmentation of
chromosomes upon incubation of cells in low-melt
agarose (2,3). Non-random fragmentation of eukaryotic
chromosomes was detected; the corresponding domains,
possessing mainly 50–250kb DNA segments, were
denoted as forum domains. Following detection of the
SuUR protein, a modiﬁer of polytene chromosomes in
Drosophila and a ubiquitous marker of heterochromatin
in various cell types (4,5), binding of the protein at the
terminal regions of forum domains was studied. Two
forum domain termini were found to bind to SuUR, and
it was suggested that forum domains may correspond to
units of chromosomal silencing shaped by the regular dis-
tribution of heterochromatin islands along eukaryotic
chromosomes (6).
Heterochromatin regions in Drosophila are localized
mainly around centromeres (pericentromeric heterochro-
matin, P-HC) and telomeres and scattered along chromo-
somes (intercalary heterochromatin, I-HC) (7). The most
important components required for silencing in P-HC are
SU(VAR)3–9 histone methyltransferase, which controls
methylation speciﬁc for H3K9, and its interaction
partner HP1 protein, which bind to methylated nucleo-
somes via its chromo domain (8–11). To date, the silencing
mechanisms in islands of I-HC are not characterized.
However, there are indications that some targets of
SuUR are associated with Polycomb-group (PcG)
proteins (5).
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required to establish and maintain chromatin states
leading to epigenetic silencing (12–15). Polycomb repres-
sive complex 2 (PRC2) possesses a SET domain histone
methyltransferase that is speciﬁc for H3K27 and that
creates the heritable repressive histone methylation
marks. PRC1 recognizes these marks via the
chromodomain of the Polycomb (Pc) protein and also
produces epigenetic repressive H2A-ubiquitin marks via
the RING1B catalytic subunit (16). Previous genome-wide
proﬁling of binding regions of different Pc proteins and
the H3K27me3 marks in Drosophila revealed regions
(mainly 10–30kb in length) associated with the Pc
protein (Pc domains) and more than 200 PcG target
genes (17–19). The binding sites of PcG proteins were
found to colocalize to presumptive polycomb response
elements (PREs), whereas H3K27 marks were found to
form broad domains that include the entire transcription
unit and regulatory regions (18).
Trithorax-group (trxG) proteins are important expres-
sion activators of numerous developmental genes (20).
Some of them bind to speciﬁc DNA sequences called
trithorax response elements (TREs), whereas others
(SET domain proteins) produce histone methylation
marks associated with transcriptional activation. A
number of trx proteins are involved in the formation of
chromatin remodeling complexes that use the energy of
ATP to remodel nucleosome structure and/or position
and form open chromatin structures (SWI/SNF
complex, NURF complex) by reading the methylation
marks produced by SET domain trxG proteins (21). The
SuUR protein, which is associated with repressed I-HC
regions, has homology with the bromodomain and
ATPase/helicase domain of the Brahma protein, which is
a component of the SWI/SNF complex (6). Similarly,
some PcG and trxG proteins share a SET domain.
Recent data showed that the presence of PcG proteins at
a target gene does not necessarily result in gene repression
and that the binding of PcG complexes is more dynamic
than previously thought (22). These facts taken together
with the data on close neighborhood of PREs and TREs
(23) suggest that epigenetic mechanisms of repression and
activation are dynamic and tightly linked and that even
the functional division into PcG repressors and trxG acti-
vators may be oversimpliﬁed (24,25).
To better understand the nature of forum domains, we
conducted genome-wide mapping of forum domain
terminal regions. A method for rapid ampliﬁcation of
forum termini (RAFT) was developed, and the RAFT
probes were used to map domains on Drosophila
polytene chromosomes and on a genomic tiling array.
Our data indicate that forum domains do not correspond
to the known types of chromosomal domains (i.e. bands/
interbands, Pc domains, H3K27 methylated domains or
looped domains delimited by scaffold attachment
regions (SARs)/matrix attachment regions (MARs) and
are domains conﬁned by small I-HC islands that
separate coordinately expressed complex genetic loci or
groups of genes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of forum domains
DNA-agarose plugs were prepared as described before (3).
Schneider 2 cells were pelleted by centrifugation at
2000rpm, washed with a phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) solution (125mM NaCl/25mM sodium phosphate
buffer, pH 7–7.2), resuspended to a concentration of
5 10
8 cells per ml, gently mixed at 43 C with an equal
volume of a 1% agarose L (LKB) in PBS solution, and
distributed on a mold containing 100ml wells. The mold
was placed on ice for 2–5min. The agarose plugs then
were placed in Petri dishes containing 0.5 M EDTA (pH
9.5), 1% sodium laurylsarcosine and 1–2mg of proteinase
K solution per ml for 40–48h at 50 C. The samples were
stored at 4 C in the same solution. Each DNA-agarose
plug contained about 20mg of DNA corresponding to
about 10
7 cells.
To test the quality of the isolated DNA, fractionation in
the pulsed-ﬁeld gels was conducted as described previously
(3). Portions of the original DNA-agarose plugs (5–50ml)
containing 1–10mg of DNA were used for electrophoresis
without any restriction enzyme digestion. The DNA
samples were run in 0.8% agarose gels on an LKB
Pulsaphor system using a hexagonal electrode and
switching times of 25 or 450s.
To elute the DNA preparations, fractionation in
1% agarose conventional mini-gels was performed.
One-half of a DNA-agarose plug was washed in 1 TE
three times (for 15min each) followed by three washings in
the same solution containing 17.4mg/ml PMSF. After
fractionation in the mini-gel, the ethidium bromide-
stained DNA band was excised and electoeluted inside a
dialysis cellulose membrane bag. After overnight dialysis
without stirring against 1l of 0.01 TE at 4 C, the DNA
was concentrated with PEG (4 C) and redialyzed.
RAFT procedure
Figure 1B illustrates the RAFT procedure. About 1.5mg
of isolated DNA (see above) were ligated with 70ng of
double-stranded oligonucleotide (25bp long
50-phosphorylated 50 pCCCCTGCAGTATAAGGAGAA
TTCGGG 30 oligonucleotide annealed with 26bp long 50
biotinylated 50 bio-CCGAATTCTCCTTATACTGCAG
GGG 30 oligonucleotide) in 150ml of solution containing
0.1 M NaCl, 50mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.4), 8mM MgCl2,
9mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 7mM ATP, 7.5% PEG and 40
U of T4 DNA ligase at 20 C for 16h. After heating at
65 C for 10min, the DNA preparation was digested with
the Sau3A enzyme to shorten the forum domain to the
termini attached to the ligated oligonucleotide. The selec-
tion of such termini was performed in 0.5ml Eppendorf
tubes using 300ml of suspension containing streptavidin
magnesphere paramagnetic particles (SA-PMP;
Promega) according to the manufacturer’s recommenda-
tions. After extensive washing with 0.5 SSC to remove
DNA fragments corresponding to internal parts of forum
domains, the forum termini (FT) DNA preparation was
eluted from the SA-PMP using digestion with the EcoRI
enzyme in a ﬁnal volume of 50ml (double-stranded FT).
3668 Nucleic Acids Research, 2011,Vol.39, No. 9The FT were then ligated with 100 molar excess of the
double-stranded Sau3A adaptor (50-phosphorylated 50 pG
ATCGTTTGCGGCCGCTTAAGCTTGGG 30 oligo-
nucleotide annealed with 50 CCCAAGCTTAAGCGGC
CGCAAAC 30 oligonucleotide). In some experiments,
the FT DNA preparation was eluted from the SA-PMP
via heating at 100 C for 3min in 50ml of 0.01 TE
(single-stranded FT). Before heating the FT, preparation
was ligated with a 100 molar excess of the
double-stranded Sau3A adaptor in suspension with
SA-PMP (see above). Both ﬁnal DNA samples
(double-stranded FT or single-stranded FT) were used
for PCR ampliﬁcations. Forty-cycle PCR ampliﬁcation
in 30ml of a solution containing 67mM Tris–HCl (pH
8.4); 6mM MgCl2; 10mM 2-mercaptoethanol; 16.6mM
ammonium sulfate; 6.7mM EDTA; 5mg/ml BSA; 1mM
dNTPs; 1mg of primer corresponding to the Sau3A
adaptor (50 CCCAAGCTTAAGCGGCCGCAAAC 30);
1mg of primer corresponding to the biotinilated oligo-
nucleotide (50 CCGAATTCTCCTTATACTGCAGGGG
30) and 1U of Taq polymerase was performed using
Eppendorf Mastercycler Personal. Ampliﬁcation
conditions were 90 C for melting, 65 C for annealing
and 72 C for extension for 1min each.
Labeling and hybridization of microarrays
After PCR ampliﬁcation, about 4mg of the RAFT product
generated either on single-stranded FT or double-stranded
FT was used for labeling with Alexa Fluor 3 using the
BioPrime total genomic labeling system (Invitrogen) ac-
cording to the manufacturer’s recommendations. The
total DNA isolated from Schneider 2 cells was digested
with the Sau3A enzyme and then labeled using the same
system with Alexa Fluor 5. The speciﬁc activities (% of
labeled nucleotides) reached 0.6–1.2. In four independent
experiments, 2mg of RAFT probe were mixed with 2mgo f
total DNA probe and hybridized on a Drosophila genome
tiling array (http://furlonglab.embl.de/methods/tools/
tiling_array) using the Agilent hybridization protocol
and Agilent hybridization chambers, as described previ-
ously (29). The microarray slides were scanned using a
GenePix 4100A scanner. Each microarray image was
analyzed with GenePix Pro 4.0 image analysis software
to derive the Alexa 3 and Alexa 5 ﬂuorescent intensity
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Figure 1. RAFT procedure. (A) Elecrophoretic separation of DNA from DNA-agarose plugs containing DNA from fragmentized chromosomes. F,
separation of forum domains; Y, separation of S. cerevisiae chromosomes; L, separation of lambda ladder. Numbers indicate the length of the DNA
fragments in kb. The pulsed-ﬁeld 1% agarose gels were run under switching times of 25 or 450s. (B) The steps of the RAFT procedure (see
‘Materials and Methods’ section). (C) Separation of the RAFT preparations using the isolated single-stranded (ss) or double-stranded (ds) DNAs. b,
ampliﬁcation on distilled water; M, DNA marker, length in bp. (D) Southern blot hybridization using either a [
32P]-labeled RAFT probe or a [
32P]-
labeled total DNA probe. Sau, the fragment from LCR of the cut locus containing PRE/TRE motifs and the fragmentation site; bxd, the fragment
containing the characterized PRE from BX-C.
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intensities of the Alexa 3 and Alexa 5 channels were
adjusted by subtracting the background intensity of each
spot, and then the Alexa3/Alexa 5 signal intensity ratio
was measured for each spot. Initially, spots with P<0.01
and an Alexa 3/Alexa 5 ratio>1.6 (log2>0.7) were con-
sidered to be genomic fragments containing putative FT.
A total of 1330 forum domains were detected in 50% of
the Drosophila genome under these cut-off criteria, and the
average size of a forum domain was estimated to be 46kb.
However, the average size of fractionated domains is
higher (Supplementary Figure S1). Therefore, for the re-
maining analysis we used a log2>0.85 cut-off; this
generated 652 domains with an average size of 94kb,
which corresponds to the average size of fractionated
domains. These 652 domains were from the 50% of the
Drosophila melanogaster genome that included the entire
2L, 2R, 3R arms, Chromosome 4 and the proximal part of
the X chromosome from section 11. The data from four
independent experiments were processed, combined and
evaluated using the CoCo program package (http://
furlonglab.embl.de/coco/, EMBL) and GenePix Pro
analysis software. We deposited the microarray data in
the ArrayExpress database under accession number
E-MEXP-2468.
FISH
A mixture containing 2mg of the Alexa 3-labeled RAFT
probe was mixed with 2mg of the Alexa 5-labeled total
DNA probe (see above) and hybridized on Drosophila
polytene chromosomes of the Oregon R line. Squashes
of polytene chromosome were incubated in 2 SSC for
30min at 70 C and then 2 SSC for 30min at 65 C,
denatured in 2 SSC, 0.07 N NaOH for 1.5min,
dehydrated in cold 70% ethanol for 15min twice, rinsed
in cold 96% ethanol for 10s and then air dried. Mixed
labeled probes (0.25mg per slide) and salmon sperm DNA
(10mg per slide) were heat denatured (99 C, 3min) and
cooled in ice. Denatured DNA was added to the hybrid-
ization mix (75% formamide, 15% dextran sulfate,
3 SSC) at 65 C to attain a ﬁnal volume of 21ml per
slide. Hybridization was performed overnight (16h) at
37 C. Unbound probe was removed with two 10min
washes in 4 SSC at 65 C, two 15min washes in
2 SSC at 65 C and two 15min washes in 0.2 SSC at
65 C. Chromosomes on slides were stained with Hoechst
322 (0.5mg/ml in 0.1 SSC) at room temperature for
5min and then dried for 10s by air blast. Finally, 8mlo f
antifade reagent VECTASHIELD (Vector Laboratories,
Inc.) were added before examination using an Axioplan 2
Imaging E-mot ﬂuorescence microscope (ZEISS). Images
were created by the ISIS4 (MetaSystems GmbH) program
for ﬂuorescence analysis. Interference ﬁlters were used:
N43 (ZEISS) for Alexa 3 (pseudocolor red), NSP103v1
(CHROMA) for Alexa 5 (pseudocolor green) and N49
(ZEISS) for Hoechst 322 (pseudocolor blue).
Statistical treatments
The FISH data were treated using 2 2 contingency table
as a model for contingency testing, Cramer’s j coefﬁcient
and Pearson chi-square test in calculating the correlation
and conﬁdence level, correspondingly. The data were
obtained on analysis of distribution of the sites shown in
Supplementary Table S2 in 188 bands of 3R chromosome
arm (61A–100F).
RESULTS
RAFT and characterization of the ampliﬁed product
In this study, we used forum domains isolated from
D. melanogaster cultured Schneider 2 cells. Figure 1A
shows the pattern of separation of forum domains in
pulsed-ﬁeld gels under different switching times. DNA
was electroeluted and ligated with annealed 26nt long
phosphorylated and 25nt long biotinilated oligonucleo-
tides (Figure 1B). The long domains were shortened by
digestion with Sau3A endonuclease. The terminal
stretches of forum domains then were puriﬁed on
streptavidin paramagnetic particles, followed by strong
washing, elution and ligation with the Sau3A adapter.
The ﬁnal product was eluted from the paramagnetic par-
ticles either in double-stranded or in single-stranded form
(see ‘Materials and Methods’ section) and used for PCR.
Separation of RAFT samples in agarose gel revealed that
ampliﬁed DNA was mainly between 50 and 300bp in
length (Figure 1C). These fragments should correspond
to the regions conﬁned between a fragmentation site in
the chromosomal DNA and the nearest Sau3A site
inside a domain. Initially, analysis of the RAFT product
was performed by cloning and sequencing about 45
random RAFT fragments. Supplementary Table S1
shows that about one-third of the RAFT fragments cor-
respond to mobile elements.
We expected that random fragmentation of chromo-
somal DNA is inevitable during manipulation in
solution with very long DNA molecules (up to 1 Mb in
length). Nevertheless, we believed that the speciﬁc frag-
mentation sites would be concentrated at forum domain
termini, whereas sites corresponding to random degrad-
ation during the procedure would be scattered along the
molecules. If random degradation was not high, the
RAFT probes should contain much higher speciﬁc
activity of a label at the forum domain termini and
could allow mapping of domains on Drosophila polytene
chromosomes, on genomic microarrays or on regular
Southern blots.
A[
32P]-labeled RAFT probe was used for Southern blot
analysis of two short DNA fragments that possessed PRE/
TRE motifs from two homeotic loci: the Sau10 fragment
from the distal LCR of the cut locus (26) and bxd from the
bithorax complex (27). The [
32P]-labeled probes corres-
ponding to RAFT or total Drosophila DNA digested
with Sau3A endonuclease were hybridized (Figure 1D).
The forum domain terminus previously had been
mapped inside the Sau10 fragment (our unpublished
data). The data strongly indicated that the RAFT probe
was enriched in forum domain termini: under the condi-
tions used, the 268bp Sau10 fragment efﬁciently
hybridized only with the RAFT probe, whereas no hybrid-
ization signal was detected from the 588bp bxd fragment
3670 Nucleic Acids Research, 2011,Vol.39, No. 9with this probe. The data also indicated that the RAFT
probe corresponds to the non-randomly excised chromo-
somal fragments.
Forum domains often are delimited by intercalary
heterochromatin regions
We used RAFT DNA samples or total Drosophila DNA
digested with the Sau3A endonuclease that had been
labeled with Alexa 3 or Alexa 5 dyes, respectively, for
FISH analysis of salivary gland polytene chromosomes
from Oregon-R stock. Figure 2 shows the merged image
obtained after hybridization with mixture of the RAFT
probe and total DNA probe. Signals from total DNA
labeled by Alexa 5 (pseudocolor green) are not visible
on chromosome arms but are present in chromocenter
(CHR) and euheterochromatic junction regions. In these
regions, Alexa 5 signals are colocalized with signals from
the RAFT probe labeled by Alexa 3 (pseudocolor red).
Colocalization regions are shown in yellow.
Hybridization signals of the RAFT probe labeled by
Alexa 3 are clearly visible in CHR and euheterochromatic
junction regions, and these signals also are discretely
visible on the chromosome arms. Supplementary
Table S2 shows the mapping of the RAFT probe and
the data on colocalization with I-HC regions. RAFT
probe hybridization sites are scattered on chromosome
arms and are extremely bright in the CHR and in the
regions close to it. About 38% of the RAFT hybridization
sites correspond to the sites where binding of the SuUR
protein was described previously (28), and about 79% of
RAFT hybridization sites correspond to sites where the
SuUR protein binds in the line possessing four copies of
SuUR. In all, 74% of regions of the late replication in
polytene chromosomes hybridize with the RAFT probe
in the 3L and 3R chromosome arms. As appeared, correl-
ation was the most signiﬁcant between RAFT hybridiza-
tion sites and SuUR binding sites (P<2,2E-5 for a normal
line possessing two copies of SuUR and P<2E-6 for the
line possessing two extra copies of SuUR). The correlation
between RAFT hybridization sites and late replication
sites is rather high (P<0.00133) (see ‘Materials and
methods’ section). These data indicate that forum
domain termini very often, but not always, are located
in I-HC regions.
Hybridization of the RAFT probes on the Drosophila
melanogaster genomic tiling array
To conduct global mapping of forum domains, we used a
genomic microarray created in EMBL in Furlong’s lab,
EMBL (29). The microarray consists of overlapping
about 35000 spots of about 50% overlapping 3kb DNA
fragments that tile across about 40% of the Drosophila
genome. The 1–10 sections of the X chromosome and
the entire 3L chromosome are not covered by this array.
In this analysis, we used a mixture of probes containing an
Alexa 3-labeled RAFT preparation and an Alexa
5-labeled total DNA digested with the Sau3A enzyme.
Four experiments were performed with independently
isolated and ampliﬁed forum domain termini from
Schneider 2 cells.
To test whether random fragmentation of the same
chromosomes could yield a similar pattern of DNA frag-
ments, we performed Monte Carlo simulations.
Chromosomes present on the tiling array were ‘cleaved’
in random positions according to the numbers of FT
actually mapped in each chromosome. Thus, we generated
the random data sets in the same chromosomal regions
where the real RAFT data set was observed using the
same chromosome coordinates and the same number of
fragments. The newly created random data sets then were
compared with the real RAFT data set using the mean
Pearson’s correlation coefﬁcient and the Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test. The mean Pearson’s correlation coefﬁcient
(for 10000 experiments) was 0.010928 (usually correlation
begins to be signiﬁcant at levels of 0.2–0.3), which
indicated that the two data sets were not correlated. The
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for two independent groups
(one was the group of randomly created data sets and
the other was the real RAFT group) states that there are
two different valid groups (P<0.001). Hence, these results
show that the pattern present in the RAFT data set cannot
be obtained randomly. The data strongly suggest the
non-randomness character of fragmentation of chromo-
somes giving rise to forum domains. The conclusion is in
agreement with the data on separation of forum domains
in the pulsed-ﬁeld gels (3), Southern hybridization results
and the FISH data (Figures 1D and 2, respectively).
Hox genes are located in large forum domains
Figure 3 provides an overview of the forum domain
termini mapping of chromosome 3R (overviews of other
chromosomes are presented in Supplementary Figure S2).
Also included in the ﬁgure is the mapping of transcription
factor (TF) binding sites (30), binding proﬁles of Pc (a
canonical member of the PRC1 complex) and binding
proﬁles of pleiohomeotic (Pho; a DNA binding protein
proposed to recruit the PRC2 complex) (31) in embryos
(32). Additionally, the distributions of two other PcG
proteins [E(Z) and Psc] and of the trimethylation of
histone H3 Lys27 (H3K27me3) in Schneider 2 cells (18)
are indicated. E(Z) is the SET domain histone
methyltransferase that is speciﬁc for H3K27 in PRC2
(33). Psc is a DNA binding component of the PRC1
complex (34). As expected, FT are scattered along the
chromosome. The 3R chromosome contains about 15
big forum domains (length 500–900kb), and some of
them have TF binding sites that coincide with the
binding sites of different PcG proteins and H3K27me3
marks (e.g. the large forum domains possessing ANT-C
and BX-C). The ability to detect very large forum domains
by mapping of the RAFT probes strongly indicates that
the random degradation of chromosomal DNA in our
experiments did not interfere with the results.
Figure 4A and B show in more detail the forum
domains that possess two major Hox gene complexes in
D. melanogaster: BX-C and ANT-C. BX-C is about 300kb
long, includes the Uxb, abd-A and abd-B genes, and is
located inside an 860-kb forum domain. The region of
the genes is covered by broad Pc domains and sharp
Pho binding sites (17,32). A number of different TFs
Nucleic Acids Research,2011, Vol.39, No. 9 3671and characterized PREs are located inside this forum
domain, which spans 89B–90A bands. Only some genes
that are located outside of Pc domains are transcribed in
S2 cells. The same organization is present inside a 540-kb
domain that possesses the 300-kb homeotic ANT-C.
Figure 4C shows two more examples of forum domains
that possess homeotic genes. Two adjacent 115 and 100kb
forum domains from the 90E region contain the tin, lbl,
lbe and slou genes, and a number of TFs are bound nearby
the tin and slou genes. Both domains also are covered by
Pc domains and by K27-methylated H3. In most chromo-
somes, the overlapping of FT with Pc domains was not
observed. On the contrary, Pc domains were observed
inside forum domains. Whole-genome analysis of Pc
domains and forum domains revealed that 87% of Pc
domains are located inside forum domains (SE=3.3).
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Figure 2. FISH on Drosophila polytene chromosomes. Hybridization was performed using the Alexa 3-labeled RAFT probe mixed with the Alexa
5-labeled total DNA probe (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section). CHR, chromocenter. Hybridization sites of the RAFT probe in the 3L and 3R
arms are indicated. The sites are listed in Supplementary Table S2.
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homeotic genes are repressed by PcG proteins.
Domains with a different type of organization also
exist. For example, a  300-kb long forum domain
spanning the 84C–84D region and located adjacent to
one containing ANT-C includes a number of genes but
does not exhibit prominent binding with Pc and Pho
proteins in embryos (Figure 4B). The same is true and
for the domains located around the homeotic forum
domains shown in Figure 4C.
Forum domains contain coordinately expressed genes
To better understand the nature of forum domains, we
studied the organization of genes that are known to be
coordinately regulated during development. Histone
genes represent one of ﬁrst discovered examples. They
form a gene cluster in the 39D4 region of the 2L chromo-
some. Figure 5 shows that a histone gene cluster resides in
a 690-kb forum domain. The data on PcG proteins
binding are absent for the region corresponding to
cluster itself presented by repeats. A slight peak of
binding of Pc and a H3K27me3 mark exist in the distal
portion of this domain. This domain in the sequenced
genome line is enriched in insertions of mobile elements
around the histone cluster. Four known genes (Acon, crc,
Df31 and Ef2b) and six unique computed genes are
actively transcribed along with the histone gene cluster
in this forum domain. The co-expressed genes have
different molecular functions and are involved in different
biological processes. It is of interest, that close down-
stream of the cluster the P-HC is located, coinciding
with poorly transcribed forum domains in S2 cells.
In Supplementary Figure S3, the 56E region of the 2R
chromosome is shown; it contains a 5S rRNA gene cluster
that is transcribed by RNA polymerase I. The region has a
715-kb forum domain, in which a  50-kb long cluster of
5S rRNA genes are located. A  20-kb long Pc domain
containing H3K27me3 marks in S2 cells is present about
400-kb upstream from the cluster.
The same chromosome contains two regions for which
coordinately expressed genes were described previously
(1). We used the data presented in the ratiogram in
Figure 2 of Spellman and Rubin (1), where two clusters
containing different similarly expressed genes from the 2L
chromosome are listed. We found that a coordinately ex-
pressed gene cluster in the 22A region, which contains
NLaz and other genes, is located in a 500-kb forum
domain (Figure 6A). Another described gene cluster
from the 23C region, which contains Rbp9 and other
genes, resides in a separate 400kb forum domain
(Figure 6B).
Figure 7 shows that six genomic regions in the 3R
chromosome arm possess coordinately expressed genes.
The forum domains shown in Figure 7B and E possess
clusters of genes actively transcribed in S2 cells. In some
regions, the silent or less active forum domains alternate
Psc
E(Z)
Pc-S2
Pc-embr
Pho-embr
TF
Forum
Coordinates
ANT-C BX-C
H3K27me3
Figure 3. Overview of the 3R chromosome. Positions of FT along the chromosome are shown in red (Forum). The binding proﬁles of Psc, E(Z), Pc
(in embryos and the Schneider 2line), and Pho proteins and the distribution of H3K27me3 marks are shown (18,22). TF, transcription factor binding
sites are shown in blue (30). The regions corresponding to Hox genes are indicated by the brackets.
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C
Figure 4. Organization of forum domains at the Hox complexes in the 3R chromosome. Indications are the same as in Figure 3. (A) The
forum domain possessing BX-C. The characterized PREs are shown by black bars. The arrows indicate positions of transcribed regions as
visualized by the D. melanogaster Genome Browser using the S2 poly(A) RNA unique mapper (http://modencode.oicr.on.ca/fgb2/gbrowse/ﬂy/).
(B) The forum domains in the region of ANT-C. (C) Homeotic genes in the 90E region reside in two neighboring forum domains containing
Pc domains.
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ing forum domains (Figure 7A, C and F). Supplementary
Figure S4 presents six more regions from chromosomes
2L, 2R, X and 4. These regions also contain forum
domains that have clusters of silent or actively transcribed
genes with different molecular functions.
From 21% to 29% of forum domains in different
chromosomes possess the clusters of coordinately ex-
pressed genes with an expression level that is higher than
the average in S2 cells (Figure 8). Clearly, the major part
of forum domains in all chromosomes contains the
clusters of silent genes or genes with lower relative expres-
sion. Taken together, these data demonstrate that forum
domains can possess coordinately regulated genes or
complex genetic loci.
Forum domains and mobile elements
Our in situ hybridization data suggest that our RAFT
probes often hybridized with the I-HC regions. Ananiev
et al. (35) reported that mobile elements often are localized
in these regions. About 4–9% of the D. melanogaster
genome is composed of mobile elements (36,37). Of the
45 RAFT fragments we cloned, more than one-third of
clones corresponded to mobile elements. Thus, it follows
that chromosomal fragmentation sites are enriched with
mobile elements. Analysis of the relationship between FT
and mobile elements along chromosomes in the sequenced
genome is difﬁcult because the positions of many elements
in the line used for genomic sequencing and in Schneider 2
cells used for RAFT preparation could differ.
Nevertheless, clusters of different mobile elements in par-
ticular genomic regions exist, mainly in heterochromatin
(38), that are observed in different Drosophila lines. We
examined the relationship between forum domains and
mobile elements in such regions. In the region 42A14,
where one-third of D. melanogaster piRNAs reside (39),
no FT correspond to the region occupied by fragments of
different mobile elements (Figure 9A). On the contrary,
the piRNA cluster is located in a large  800-kb forum
domain. Similarly, the ﬂamenco locus, which contains
another piRNA gene cluster, has a region highly
enriched by mobile elements, and this gene cluster corres-
ponds to a huge forum >1000kb in length (Figure 9B).
Our sequencing data for 45 randomly cloned RAFT
fragments show that the fragmentation sites often corres-
pond to mobile elements. Mobile element sequences in the
Alexa 3-labeled RAFT probe should have hybridized to
all copies of the mobile elements represented on the array,
but the corresponding signals should have been reduced
because an Alexa 5-labeled total DNA was also present in
the hybridization mixture. Cut-off criteria favoring selec-
tion of spots with a higher Alexa 3/Alexa 5 ratio probably
removed the FT corresponding to mobile elements. This is
why we did not observe FT in big regions containing
clusters of different mobile elements (Figure 9A and B).
On the other hand, some RAFT fragments could possess a
part of a unique sequence and a part corresponding to the
50-o r3 0-end of a mobile element. This scenario offers the
potential to map FT corresponding to insertion sites of
mobile elements. Therefore, genomic arrays have a limita-
tion for analysis of FT possessing scattered repetitive se-
quences. Thus, to better clarify the relations between
fragmentation sites and mobile elements, we performed
extensive analysis of the RAFT fragments using deep
sequencing (these data will be published separately).
The data on separation of forum domains in the
pulsed-ﬁeld gels strongly indicate that no domains are
present in the region below 50kb (3). This result, along
with previously collected data showing that the domains
are located very close to each other in clusters of different
mobile elements (38), suggest that only particular sets of
mobile elements correspond to FT. Although mobile
H3K27me3
histone gene cluster
Acon crc
Df31 Ef2b
40A
genes+
genes-
Pc-embr
S2poly(A)RNA
unique mapper
Forum
mobile el.
Coordinates
P-HC
Figure 5. Organization of forum domains at the histone gene cluster in the 2L chromosome. Indications are the same as in Figure 3. Positions of
mobile elements are shown in blue. The data for Pc binding and distribution of H3K27me3 marks do not cover the site corresponding to the histone
genes repeat (18,22). The red brackets indicate the forum domains possessing the clusters of actively transcribed genes in S2 cells, as visualized by the
IGB using the S2 poly(A) RNA unique mapper (http://modencode.oicr.on.ca/fgb2/gbrowse/ﬂy/). The blue brackets indicate the forum domains
containing the silent or weakly expressed clusters of genes. The region corresponding to P-HC is indicated by the arrow.
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chromosomes and more than one-third of cloned FT
reside inside different mobile elements, long clusters of
mobile elements located in large forum domains also
exist. Consequently, the chromosomal context is import-
ant for the destination of a particular mobile element as a
fragmentation target. Our recent data on deep sequencing
of the RAFT fragments support the presence of a strong
link between FT and mobile elements (these data will be
published separately).
A link between FT and small RNAs
Our data suggesting that FT often correspond to I-HC
regions encouraged us to make a comparison between
some recently available epigenetic features in
D. melanogaster chromosomes and the pattern of FT.
We used the data obtained from genome-wide proﬁling
of small non-coding 19–24nt RNAs (snRNAs), Ago1
and Ago2 proteins, nucleosomes and chromatin marks,
including some histone modiﬁcations, variants and early
replication sites. Whole-genome analysis revealed that
about 20.1% of FT are located exactly in or close to the
regions where snRNAs, Ago1 and Ago2 are present inside
rather short 3–10kb chromosomal regions (Kendall’s
t=0.9837). Figure 10A presents an example inside a
200-kb region in chromosome 3R, where a central 50kb
forum domain is delimited by both FT and small
RNA-guided sites corresponding to non-coding regions.
These 5–10kb sites in S2 cells also possess high-density
nucleosomal arrays, have a low content or even absence
of H2Av and H3.3 histone variants and modiﬁed histones
H3 and H4, and lack early replicated sites. We denoted
such ‘holes’ in chromatin landscapes as heterochromatin
islands or HIs. Supplementary Figure S5 shows an inter-
esting example of HIs: four FT corresponding to the
region of ag-element and sharp signals coming from the
ncRNA probe. In some cases, FT correspond to such HIs
without detectable signals coming from RNAi-related
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Figure 6. Organization of forum domains at the 22A and 22C regions containing clusters of coordinately expressed genes in the 2L chromosome.
Genes forming the coordinately expressed clusters are indicated by the brackets (1). The arrows indicate positions of transcribed regions as visualised
by the D. melanogaster Genome Browser using S2 the poly(A) RNA unique mapper (http://modencode.oicr.on.ca/fgb2/gbrowse/ﬂy/). (A) Cluster
containing the NLaz gene. (B) Cluster containing the Rbp9 gene.
3676 Nucleic Acids Research, 2011,Vol.39, No. 9protein complexes or the snRNA probe (the rightmost FT
in Figure 10A, FT in Figure 10B and FT in
Supplementary Figure S6). The data shown in
Supplementary Figure S6 demonstrate that HIs are also
depleted in 19 different chromatin proteins, including in-
sulator proteins, HP1, Pc, GAF and sites of early replica-
tion. There are also many examples of HIs that are
marked only by Ago1, Ago2 and snRNAs (Figure 10B).
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Figure 7. Forum domains can possess the clusters of coordinately expressed genes. Six regions from the 3R chromosome are shown (A–F). The red
brackets indicate the forum domains possessing the clusters of actively transcribed genes in S2 cells, as visualized by the D. melanogaster Genome
Browser using the S2 poly(A) RNA unique mapper (http://modencode.oicr.on.ca/fgb2/gbrowse/ﬂy/). The blue brackets indicate the forum domains
containing the silent or weakly expressed clusters of genes. The red squares along the RAFT652 line show the positions of the mapped FT that
delimit the forum domains.
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Figure 8. Expression levels inside forum domains. The data for expression of all genes located inside of an individual forum domain (using the S2
poly(A) RNA unique mapper data, http://modencode.oicr.on.ca/fgb2/gbrowse/ﬂy/) were summarized and plotted according to their coordinates
along chromosomes 2L, 2R, 3R, X and 4. The arrows indicate the position of the average expression level of forum domains in a particular
chromosome. The value to the right of arrow indicates the portion of forum domains that is more highly expressed. The dots on the Y axis indicate
the forum domains that possess coordinately silent genes.
3678 Nucleic Acids Research, 2011,Vol.39, No. 9. These 3–10kb HIs mostly correspond to sites where
different mobile elements were found in different
stocks inside genes or in the intergenic regions, and
the mapped FT overlap with their sequences and/or
genomic sequences in the integration sites (data not
shown). As far as we mapped FT inside 3kb regions,
we cannot be more accurate in estimation of this
overlapping. For more detailed analysis of relation-
ships among FT, mobile elements and their integration
sites, we will use the deep sequencing data (this work
is in progress). Nevertheless, our currently available
results suggest that a speciﬁc subset of FT and
siRNA- or piRNA-guided DNA targets form HIs
that are scattered along chromosomes.
DISCUSSION
Forum domains are excised form chromosomes as result
of non-random fragmentation
Our data on Southern hybridization experiment with
[
32P]-labeled RAFT probe and FISH (Figure 1D and
Figure 2, respectively), as well as the previously published
data on separation of forum domains in the pulsed-ﬁeld
gels (3), strongly agues in favor of non-random character
of fragmentation of DNA during excision of forum
domains from chromosomes. Microarray data conﬁrm
this conclusion.
As far as the procedure used for isolation of domains
starts with only few minutes incubation in PBS solution
and immediately follows by the strongest possible treat-
ment (0.5 M EDTA, 1% SDS and 1–2mg/ml proteinase K
at 50 C, see ‘Materials and Methods’ section), we believe
that the fragmentation takes place in cells just before lysis,
because it is difﬁcult to imagine that some enzyme could
digest DNA in the presence of concentrated EDTA, SDS
and proteinase K reagents, quickly penetrating into thin
0.5% agarose plugs at 50 C. Thereafter, fragmentation
sites should reﬂect the pattern of speciﬁc sites in chromo-
somes that are attacked ﬁrst upon degradation of chromo-
somes and thus could reﬂect some feature in chromosomal
organization. From this point of view, both a speciﬁc
periodic distribution of some putative large chromosomal
structures protecting DNA from degradation and rather
small chromatin regions containing DNA sequences vul-
nerable for degradation are important as a novel informa-
tion concerning organization of chromosomes. Really,
presence of both protected and unprotected regions
might reﬂect speciﬁc features in organization of chromo-
somes. Forum domains and total DNA possess that same
ﬁngerprinting patterns (3), suggesting that they are
covering entire genome. Our microarray data clearly
conﬁrm this conclusion.
Forum domains do not correspond to Pc domains or
looped domains formed by the nuclear scaffold
Our data indicate that forum domains do not correspond
to the several known types of chromosomal domains [e.g.
Pc domains formed by broad binding regions of Pc PcG
protein (17–19)]; polytene bands and interbands; and
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Figure 9. Relationship between FT and mobile elements. (A and B) Large forum domains possessing the main piRNA clusters in the 42A14 (2R
chromosome) and 20A4-5 (X chromosome) regions. The region corresponding to P-HC following 19F is indicated by the arrow.
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Figure 10. Relationships between FT, regions containing sequences of small non-coding 19–24nt RNAs (snRNAs), Ago1 and Ago2 binding sites,
nucleosomes and histone modiﬁcations in S2 cells (A–B). The Modencode genome browser was used (http://modencode.oicr.on.ca/fgb2/gbrowse/ﬂy/)
with the loaded tracks for snRNAs [‘S2-DRSC(Rubin)’, S2 smallRNA RNA-Seq (Lai project, Lai subgroup), GEO accession number GSM361908]
and Ago1 and Ago2 [S2 cells Ago1-HA Immunoprecipitation (Lai project, Hannon subgroup), GEO accession numbers GSM280088 and
GSM280087, respectively]. The data for nucleosomes and histone modiﬁcations correspond to the tracks referred to as ‘HenikoffNUCL:70001’
and ‘Karpen_HISMODS_S2:70001’, respectively.
3680 Nucleic Acids Research, 2011,Vol.39, No. 9looped domains formed by attachment of DNA regions to
the nuclear SARs/MARs (40)]. Both Pc domains and
forum domains generally are 50–150kb in length, which
is why originally we thought that forum domains should
correspond to this type of domain. However, our data
clearly demonstrate that broad Pc-bound trimethylated
at histone H3 Lys27 regions reside inside clusters of
genes and inside large forum domains. Pc domains often
overlap with the binding sites of different TFs (Figures 3
and 4, Supplementary Figure S2), whereas these sites are
inside forum domains.
SARs very often are much smaller than forum domains
(41). Our new mapping data for the 690-kb forum domain
containing the histone gene cluster strongly argue in favor
of this conclusion. SARs in the histone cluster form rather
small 4.8kb looped domains (42). Moreover, 86 SARs
were mapped inside an 800-kb segment in the 14B–15B
region of the Drosophila X chromosome (43), and this
segment corresponds to four forum domains
(Supplementary Figure S2, around the 16.4 Mb
coordinate).
Recently, Bushey et al. (44) described genome proﬁling
of the Su(Hw) and dCTCF insulators in Drosophila. The
pattern formed by this ‘insulator code’ in Drosophila is
completely different from the pattern of forum domains,
as the density of insulators along chromosomes is much
higher and a great number of insulators correspond to
each forum domain (Supplementary Figure S6). We also
found no correlation between polytene bands and forum
domains (data not shown).
Forum domains and coordinately expressed chromosomal
regions
About 200 groups of Drosophila adjacent genes have
similar expression proﬁles (1). Each group contains a
cluster of 10–30 functionally unrelated genes and covers
from 20 to 200kb genomic regions. The mean size of such
clusters is 100kb, which is close to the mean size of forum
domains (Supplementary Figure S1). We found that two
previously described groups of genes reside in two distinct
forum domains. The data suggest correspondence between
clusters of coordinately expressed genes and forum
domains. However, only 20% of the genes in the
Drosophila genome appear to fall into such clusters.
Thus, it may follow that only some parts of forum
domains correspond to transcriptional territories that
contain clusters of similarly expressed but functionally un-
related genes (1). Independent evidence in favor of
coordinated regulation inside forum domains comes
from analysis of clusters containing the same genes (e.g.
similarly regulated histone genes and 5S rRNA genes that
are located in separate forum domains) (Figure 5 and
Supplementary Figure S3).
There are 37 large forum domains (spanning more than
500kb) in the 2L, 2R, 3R and X chromosomes. We tried
to address the question of preference for particular func-
tional categories of genes located in the large forum
domains. We found that Hox genes mainly reside in
large forum domains. The chromosome overviews
(Figure 3 and Supplementary Figure S2) show that the
essential part of forum domains contains Pc domains
and TF binding sites and that these correspond to
homeotic genes. This ﬁnding supports the supposition
that some part of a forum domain corresponds to large
developmentally regulated chromosomal units controlled
by PcG/trxG complexes. We speculate that the terminal
regions of forum domains provide an additional mechan-
ism of regulation. Our preliminary data for cloned FT
using reporter genetic constructs support this view (the
data will be published separately).
Most of the genes located in large forum domains cor-
respond to computed genes with unknown functions.
Nevertheless, we observed that the characterized genes in
the large forum domains often correspond to housekeep-
ing genes and genes with different molecular functions
that are involved in development. For example, the
domain containing the histone gene cluster (Figure 5)
also contains four actively transcribed genes (Acon, crc,
Df31 and Ef2b) that specify proteins that are involved in
the tricarboxylic acid cycle, regulation of gene-speciﬁc
transcription, nucleosome assembly and mitotic spindle
organization, respectively. The same is true for the
forum domain containing 5S rRNA genes and ribosomal
proteins (Supplementary Figures S3 and S4). Similarly,
the 532-kb long forum domain shown in the Figure 7B
contains 10 characterized actively expressed genes
(Arpc3A, Hmt-1, Rbf2, mor, Hel89B, srp, pnr, msps,
Akt1, sra), most of which specify proteins involved in
protein binding and in different biological processes of
development.
Chromosomal fragmentation sites correspond to I-HC
regions dispersed along eukaryotic chromosomes
It has been demonstrated that two cloned FT bind with
SuUR protein in vitro (6). Our data for in situ hybridiza-
tion of the RAFT probes on the polytene chromosomes
strongly support this premise. The correspondence with
the binding sites of SuUR antibodies in the line possessing
two extra copies of SuUR gene is high—about 80%.
About 74% of the hybridization sites of the RAFT
probes also corresponded to regions of late replication,
and sites of late replication and the binding sites of
SuUR protein on polytene chromosomes are known to
correspond to I-HC regions (28,45,46).
I-HC regions display chromosomal weak points or
breaks, a high frequency of ectopic contacts and late rep-
lication sites and are enriched with mobile elements
(7,35,47,48). These regions even can provoke the
position effect in genes transposed into these regions by
chromosomal rearrangements (49), and this phenomenon
is known as the chromosomal position effect (CPE) (50).
The CPE is connected with alterations of transgene ex-
pression that are associated with a distinct insertion into
the epigenome milieu (51). The more extensively studied
position effect variegation (PEV) is deﬁned as the
variegated pattern of expression from cell to cell when a
gene is translocated into the proximity of dominant het-
erochromatin (52). Upon CPE and PEV, a gene’s expres-
sion is affected by distant changes in chromatin
conformation, including histone deacetylation,
Nucleic Acids Research,2011, Vol.39, No. 9 3681H3K9me3 and others. In studies focused on understand-
ing CPE phenomena, chromatin insulators have been used
to protect transgenes from CPE (53,54).
In this study, we used several cloned FT in the reporter
genetic constructs. Our data suggest that DNA sequences
at FT could repress or activate the expression of a reporter
gene and that the Su(Hw) insulator could protect a
reporter gene from these FT effects. Using the 3C
approach, we also found that FT can interact with
distant promoters (these results will be published separate-
ly). These data are in agreement with our speculation that
FT can provide additional distant regulation of gene ex-
pression in large chromosomal regions by an as yet
unknown mechanism. The properties of I-HC (weak
points, ectopic contacts, late replication, presence of
mobile elements) clearly correlate with the properties of
FT described here (fragmentation sites, 3C looping
properties, SuUR colocalization and enrichment with
mobile elements). In any case, our in situ hybridization
data suggest that the essential parts of chromosomal frag-
mentation sites do correspond to I-HC regions and, there-
after, this type of domains is formed by regular
distribution of I-HC islands along chromosomes.
Recently, the Hi-C approach for mapping the dynamic
conformations of a whole genome was described (55).
The method detects the folding of each chromosome by
long-range intrachromosomal looping interactions that
form a distinct chromosome territory. SuUR mutation
was found to dramatically reduce the frequency of
ectopic contacts between I-HC regions in polytene
chromosomes (56,57). Therefore, we speculate that I-HC
regions and FT, where the SuUR protein binds, are good
candidates for elements involved in chromosome folding.
Relations between fragmentations sites and human
fragile sites
Many years ago, it was suggested that the I-HC of
Drosophila is a good model to study fragile sites in
human chromosomes (58). A fragile X syndrome is
associated with delayed replication of the FMR1 gene
(59). Others demonstrated that the ATR gene is required
for maintenance of the stability of fragile sites, that mu-
tations in the gene lead to chromosomal fragmentation,
and that caspase-independent chromosome breaks occur
prior to widespread apoptosis, suggesting that apoptosis is
caused by a loss of genomic integrity (60,61). The possi-
bility that spontaneous non-random fragmentation
leading to excision of forum domains has the same
nature as the fragmentation observed in ATR
(–/–) cells
cannot be excluded. These facts may indicate that fragile
sites and FT have at least two properties in common: the
association with fragmentation sites and the late replica-
tion. In any case, the possibility of identifying and
isolating FT biochemically using the RAFT approach
provides a new tool for studying the properties of fragile
sites and I-HC at the molecular level.
The nature of the enzyme that cleaves chromosomal
DNA at FT regions remains of interest. We analyzed 29
sites within the random RAFT clones (Supplementary
Table S1) and found that no site corresponds to the
consensus sequence of Drosophila topoisomerase II—
GTNA/TAC/T ATTNATNNA/G (62). Thus, at present
we cannot explain the nature of this enzyme. Deep
sequencing data from RAFT preparations could address
this and other questions about forum domains. The pos-
sibility that some RNA-mediated mechanisms could rec-
ognize sequences in I-HC regions cannot be excluded.
Forum domains and mobile elements
Mobile elements are believed to serve as nucleation sites in
silent chromatin formation (63,64). Our data indicate that
FT often correspond to mobile elements. Among 45
random RAFT clones, 17 corresponded to different
mobile elements, mainly to LTR elements
(Supplementary Table S1). This association is not simply
due to the high content of mobile elements in the
Drosophila genome. In our FISH and microarray experi-
ments, we hybridized simultaneously the RAFT and total
DNA probes, and the ﬁnal results revealed higher hybrid-
ization ratios of the RAFT probes. Moreover, long forum
domains possess clusters of mobile elements (Figures 5
and 9A, B). Thus, the following question arises: why
were no FT detected inside the 690-kb histone gene
domain, in the 800–1000-kb ﬂamenco domain or in the
42A14 piRNA domain, all of which are enriched with
mobile elements? How this could be possible? One explan-
ation is that the sequenced Drosophila line, used for the
Integrated Genome Browser (IGB) presentations, and the
Schneider 2line, used for preparation of the RAFT
probes, have the same mobile elements in particular
genomic regions. In other words, there may be genomic
regions in which mobile elements are always present in
different Drosophila lines (e.g. in piRNA clusters). Some
of these regions belong to I-HC and others do not. We
surmise that regularly dispersed I-HC regions form a
speciﬁc chromosomal regulatory framework. Copies of
LTR elements and long interspersed nuclear elements
(LINEs) remain unmobilized in the integration sites.
Thereafter, the most ancient integrated copies should
occupy the same sites in different Drosophila lines. We
speculate that cellular mechanisms that originally
evolved for repression of mobile elements by formation
of silent chromatin structures were used for dynamic regu-
lation of the host genes. In this way, some of the repressed
areas containing mobile elements perpetuated the hetero-
chromatin marks triggering epigenetic modiﬁcations
and became I-HC. However, it is also possible that
mobile elements were guided by some unknown cellular
mechanisms predominantly to the already existing sites of
HC and I-HC, which resulted in their repression in
chromosomes.
The presence of 3–10kb HIs that are marked by
siRNAs, piRNAs and FT suggests that RNAi-related
mechanisms play an important role in shaping the I-HC
in Drosophila. siRNA-dependent or miRNA-dependent
HC formation was described previously in fungi and
plants (65–67). From their study of mutation of AGO2
or piwi in D. melanogaster, Moshkovich and Lei (68)
concluded that HC forms independently of the
endo-siRNA and piRNA pathways. The data shown in
3682 Nucleic Acids Research, 2011,Vol.39, No. 9Figure 10 and Supplementary Figure S5 strongly suggest
that siRNAs and/or piRNAs are involved in the forma-
tion of HIs in Drosophila. However, careful analysis of
individual HI sites must be conducted.
It is of interest to study the evolutionary plasticity and
conservation of forum domains. Internal regions of forum
domains are conserved, as illustrated by the observation
that the genes located in D. melanogaster forum domains
have orthologous genes across Drosophilids and non-
Drosophilidae organisms, including pea aphids, mosquitos
and silk worm (Supplementary Figure S7). Our prelimin-
ary analysis of sequences of several FT sequences collected
from the deep sequencing reads of D. melanogaster RAFT
samples shows that FT are conserved in the
D. melanogaster group (one example is shown in
Supplementary Figure S8). To address this question in
more detail, we plan to study deep sequencing results
(this work is in progress).
Recently, ﬁve principal chromatin types were described
in the D. menalogaster Kc167 cell line (69). These data
suggest that rather large regions covered by speciﬁc com-
binations of proteins exist in Drosophila chromosomes. In
total, 8428 domains were identiﬁed. The domain types,
deﬁned as repressed BLUE, GREEN and BLACK chro-
matin and active RED and YELLOW chromatin, have a
median length of 6.5kb. It follows that much larger forum
domains should contain different types of color domains.
Direct comparison of forum domain and color domain
patterns inside a 1-Mb region from the 2L chromosome
conﬁrmed this supposition (Supplementary Figure S9A).
However, about 600 color domains (mainly BLACK,
GREEN and YELLOW) span more than 50kb each,
and many of these large individual color domains
include multiple neighboring genes [Filion et al. (69)].
Thus, it seems that the large color domains correspond
to the forum domains in which they reside. However, we
observed no correlation between the borders of large color
domains and FT (Supplementary Figure S9B) and there-
fore conclude that forum domains contain different types
of color domains. We currently are studying the binding of
nuclear proteins with individual FT and total RAFT prep-
arations from Drosophila and human cells. Our data
suggest that forum domains are shaped by the distribution
of particular genomic sequences binding with speciﬁc
proteins that are not present among 53 broadly selected
chromatin components that shape color domains (work in
progress).
At present, we can only speculate about the nature of
the forum domains that are characteristic of all tested eu-
karyotes in somatic cells and in germ lines (3). Taken
together with the available data on genome-wide proﬁling
of forum domains, the correspondence of FT to I-HC
regions and their enrichment with mobile elements
suggest that they are involved in the regulation of expres-
sion in the large chromosomal regions. The central point
in understanding of the nature of the forum domains is the
nature of this type of regulation, which controls mainly
50–150kb segments. We believe that our current analysis
of the looping properties of FT could address some ques-
tions raised by this study.
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